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PW - 90/100  

Purse Seine Winches 
The small PW-Series is specifically designed to fit on compact 
vessels, occupying minimal deck area while still offering full 
functionality and peak performance. 

Each drum is separately engageable and in combination 
with a hand wheel operated band brake the operator can 
choose between free-wheeling or controllably paying-out 
the cable.  

An automated guiding gear guarantees an extended cable 
life-time by evenly distributing it over the drum’s length and 
thereby limiting the cable from stacking or crossing-over. 

Besides this, warping heads on either side of the winch can 
be operated independently from the drums and thus makes 
the small PW-Series versatile.  

A quality gearbox furthermore guarantees a long life-time 
and thus reduces down time to a minimum. 

SPECIFICATION 

PW90 PW100 

Max Pull 14tons @ Ø220 (160bar) Max Pull 17tons @ Ø220 (160bar) 

Max Pull   5tons @ Ø650 (160bar) Max Pull   5tons @ Ø800 (160bar) 

Line Speed 25 - 75m/min @ Ø220 Line Speed 25 - 75m/min @ Ø220 

Capacity (main drum)  

700m (16mm cable) 
Capacity (main drum)  

775m (19mm cable) 

Optional Kaptou Drum  
200m (16mm cable) 

Optional Kaptou Drum  
260m (19mm cable) 

Oil Flow 200 - 250L/min Oil Flow 220 - 290L/min 

Mass ± 2.5tons Mass ± 3.6 tons 
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